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Introduction

This presentation will provide
information on enzyme safe
handling for the baking supply chain
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What are Enzymes?
1

Enzymes are proteins produced in living cells

• Plants
• Animals
• Microorganisms
2

Essential for all living organisms

• Growth
• Production and utilization of energy
3

Act as catalysts

• Accelerate the breakdown or synthesis of organic
compounds such as carbohydrates, fats, and proteins
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Crystal structure of Bacillus amyloliquefaciens alpha-amylase
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore/explore.do?structureId=3BH4

3

Enzymes Used in the Baking Industry

*Note: Malted Barley Flour is as a source of amylase activity
Reference: https://amfep.org/_library/_files/Industry_Guidelines_on_the_Safe_Handling_of_Enzymes_in_the_Bakery_Supply_Chain_-_MARCH_2018.pdf
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Health Effects of Enzymes
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Hazard Communication
1
The Hazard
Communication Standard
for most countries is UN
Globally Harmonized
System (GHS)

2

3

Enzymes are classified as
respiratory sensitizers

Section 2 of the Safety
Data Sheet (SDS) contains
the hazard
communication
information for enzymes
including: the hazard
symbol, signal word,
hazard statements and
precautionary statements

4
All enzymes contain the
same hazard
communication
information however, only
proteases will carry an
additional warning for
skin irritation

Sample product
label on package
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Health effects associated with enzyme exposure
Enzymes are known respiratory sensitizers – commonly called
allergens
Similar to other protein allergens, enzymes may cause
respiratory allergy when inhaled.
Allergy symptoms are similar to hay fever and can include:
• Persistent sneezing
• Runny nose
• Watery eyes
• Breathing difficulties
• Coughing
Skin irritation may occur in some cases, but has only been
observed with proteases.
• These are transient symptoms and are not related to allergies
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How Does Allergy Develop?

Exposure

Sensitization

Allergy

Inhalation of
airborne allergens

Immune System
Activated
• A person
develops protein
specific
antibodies
• No Symptoms

• May occur after
repeated
exposure
• Symptoms are
present when
enzyme protein is
inhaled
• Not all sensitized
people will
develop allergy
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Asthma
With continued
exposure, some
people may develop
Occupational
Asthma
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Working Safely with Enzymes
Enzyme Safety Risk Management
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Hierarchy of Controls
How to Control Enzyme Exposure

PPE

Administrative controls

Respirators

Safe work practices and
enzyme safety training

Best Control Technologies

Containment and local
exhaust ventilation
Engineering controls

Product design

Design less hazardous
product formulation

Methods to minimize exposures
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Product Design
Product design is an important control technology aimed to reduce
aerosolization potential and minimize exposures
Baking Industry

Granules
• Encapsulation of the enzyme
provides a protective layer

• Damage can result in enzyme
dust

Liquids
• Enzymes in a liquid formulation
are easily contained in closed
systems
• Spilling, spraying, mixing liquids
can produce aerosols

Uncoated Particles and
Tablets
• Small enzyme particles can more
readily become airborne

• Some companies spray oils to
lower dustiness in enzyme
powders
• Large bakeries use tablets rather
than powders

13
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Engineering Controls
Engineering controls are designed to contain enzymes and minimize exposures.
A number of methods are used to control enzyme exposures.
Lower level of control

Higher level of control

Isolation

Isolation can be used to
segregate the enzyme
process from the worker
through a physical barrier

Examples:
• Enclosed bag discharge
systems

Enclosure and ventilation

Local exhaust ventilation
(LEV)

Ventilated enclosures can
be designed to contain the
enzyme product

LEV can be used to prevent
the release of dust/aerosol
in the work environment

Examples:
• Weighing
• Bag waste collection

Examples:
• Point source ventilation
for small mixing bowls
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Examples of engineering controls

Weighing enzymes

Bag waste collection
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Mixing and
blending
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Safe Work Practices

Administrative controls are work procedures such as written safety policies, supervision, schedules,
and training with the goal of reducing the duration, frequency, and severity of workplace exposures.
A combination of administrative controls are used for enzyme handling.

Work practice
controls

House-keeping

Maintenance

• Use established
control measures

• Visually monitor for
enzyme spills

• Follow procedures
for enzyme handling
and spill clean up

• Immediately clean
up spills with
approved methods

• Routinely check
control devices
(ventilation systems,
valves, hoses)
• Avoid temporary
fixes
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Training and
awareness
• Education on
enzyme health
hazards and
measures to control
exposures
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Work Practice Controls

Avoid aerosol generation
• Aerosols form through high
energy operations such as
mixing, grinding, and
material transfers
• Cleaning actions such as
sweeping and high pressure
spraying will also generate
aerosol

Follow good personal
hygiene practices
• Wash hands after contact
with enzyme materials
• Change work clothes
whenever they are soiled
with enzyme material

Prevent spills
• Use secondary containment
and appropriate controls
during material transfers to
minimize spills

• Avoid contact to the face and
eyes with enzyme
contaminated clothing or
gloves
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Housekeeping

Maintain a culture of good housekeeping

Routine cleaning using safe techniques

• Visually monitor for enzyme spills

• Do not use brooms or high pressure water/air

• Immediately clean up spills

• HEPA filtered vacuums

• Conduct routine cleaning

• Use a low flow water hose for rinsing
remaining dry spills and liquid spills into a
nearby drain

• Remove contaminated clothes immediately

• For smaller spills, gently wipe up liquids with
absorbent material
• Take care not to crush granules
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Respiratory Protection
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is an effective method to control
exposures and should be used in combination with other controls.
PPE is also critical when dealing with non-routine tasks such as spills.

Respiratory protection is used secondary safeguard when exposure potential is high
Air-purifying respirators should be fitted with filters having >99% removal efficiency
at 0.3 microns (P100/N100).
The table shows acceptable respirator types for airborne enzyme concentrations
based on the recommended exposure limit of 60 ng/m3

Type

Filter Efficiency

Concentration
ng/m3

Protection Factor*

Half-face

HEPA

10

up to 600

Full-face

HEPA

50

up to 3,000

PAPR (tight)

HEPA

1,000

up to 60,000

* Verify assigned protection factor with manufacturer
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Summary
Enzymes can be handled safely with the implementation of a
comprehensive safety program
By following the work practices and engineering control measures
discussed, enzymes can be handled safely
Enzyme safety training is an essential component of a safe handling
program
Enzyme industry guidance documents are available to help the Baking
industry with enzyme safety (see references)
Work with your enzyme provider for additional assistance with
enzyme handling and safe practices

*Note- enzymes are not the only substances that involve the use of personal protection
equipment and safe use procedures in the bakery industry
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Enzyme Technical Association

► Enzyme Safety
Handbook
► Web-based
training (coming
soon)
http://www.enzymeassociation.org
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AMFEP / FEDIMA
Guidance document for the
baking industry
https://amfep.org/publications/guidelines-onthe-safe-handling-of-enzymes-in-the-bakerysupply-chain/
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AMFEP / FEDIMA - Posters

https://amfep.org/_library/_files/Fedima_and_Amfep.pdf
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Disclaimer

This presentation is given as a basic guidance for handling enzymes safely, only and
should not supersede any internal working procedures to manage safety and
occupational health in your work environment.

The information contained in the Enzyme Technical Association’s (ETA) presentation, “Working Safely with Enzymes,” (Presentation) is for general information
purposes only. This presentation is intended to assist employers, workers, and others as they strive to improve workplace health and safety. ETA assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents posted as well as the information from hypertext created and maintained by other public and private
organization. Do not rely upon any information found in the Presentation without independent verification.
This Presentation is not an exhaustive statement of an employer’s or other’s legal obligations, which are defined by statute, regulations, and standards which may
change over time (Law). You should visit the appropriate regulatory websites to stay apprised of such requirements. Likewise, to the extent that this presentation
references practices or procedures that may enhance health or safety, but which are not required by Law, it does not create additional legal obligations.
In no event shall ETA be liable for any special, direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental damages whatsoever.
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